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ESTIMMZON OF THE DAMPING IN ROIL OF SUPERSONIC-
LEADING-EJXXEWING-BODY COMBINATIONS
By Wsrren A. Tucker and Robert O: Piland
A description is given of a Mnesr-theory method for the estimation
of the dsmping in roll of supersonic-leading-edgewings mounted on cylin-
Micsl bodies. The error resulting from an approximation essential to
the method is shown to be small.
The damping in roll is calculated for configurations having rectan-
gular and triangular wings; for most of the range of variables the net
effect of the body is to decrease the damping in roll.. The body effect
is small for body diameters less than about 30 percent of,the wing span
but increases rapidly with body size above this value.
INTRODUCTION
The dsmping in roll of wings of various plan forms in supersonic.
flight has been the subject of several investigations. The theory for
the isolated wing is well-advanced; in connection with the present work
the results for the rectangular wing (references 1 and 2) and the trian-
gular wing (reference 3) are of interest. In actual aticraft, however,
the wing is corumonlymountedon a body so that a method of evaluating
the effect of the body is desirable for the purpose of applying isolated-
wing theory to practical cases.
The present paper describes a LLnesr-theory method for estimating
the damping in roll of thin-supersonic-leading-edgewings mounted on
cylindrical bodies. The method is applied to the calculation of the
*@ ~ro~ of cofiigurations having rectangular and triangular
wings. The triangular-wing configuration with a subsonic leading edge .
has been treated by other investigators in reference 4.
The accuracy of the method in determmg the >ressure distribution
in the region of the wing affected by the presence of the body is diffic-
ult to assess, but withti the range of applicability of the method
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wing thicknesses no viscous effects) the error in total.rolling t
can .be‘shownto be small.
distance from body center line to wing tip
radius of cylindricalbody
rolling angular velocity, positive when clockwise viewed
from rear
distance from body center line to limit of juncture region
(see fig. 1)
free-stresm velocity
free-stream Mach nuder
pb/2V
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wing-tip helix angle
free-stream dynamic pressure
wing area, including the psrt of the wing covered by the body
rolling moment, positive when acting clockwise viewed from
rear
*
()Lrolling-moment coefficient —qsb
uac~-Q-in-roll derivative ~
damping-in-roll derivative for isolated wing
aspect ratio (1)2/s)
coordinates for field potits (see fig. 2)
o
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coordinates for source points (see fig. 2)
local source strength
disturbance-velocitypotential.
slope of
pressure
pressure
leading edge (see fig. 2)
difference between
coefficient
r)i
upper and.lower surfaces
mmIs
The basis of the anslysis is the representation of the rolling wing
and body by a distribution of sources chosen so as to satisfy approxi-
mately the boundary conditions of the problem. After this distribution
has been chosen, the determination of the resulting pressure distribu-
tion and rol.lingmoment is straightforward,although smnewhat lengthy.
Source distribution.- The geometry of the rolllngwing-bod.y system
is shown in figure l(a). The psxt of the fuselage to which the wing is
attached is assumed to be a cylinder of radius a, and the whole system
is rolling at an angular velocity p.
The right wing, for example, can be rephced by a distribution of
point sources the strengths of which are equsl to l/fi times the local
verticsl velocity (reference 5). For the present case, then, the source
strength is directly proportional to the distance from the body center
line (see fig. l(b)).
*
The boundary condition to be sattsfied on the body is, of course,
that there be no flow normal to the body. b order to satisfy this con-
dition, the source distribution necess~ to represent tie bo~must be
such that it acts together with the source distribution for the wing to
produce a flow which has no component normsl to the body. The determi-
nation of such a source distribution would be a very difficult task,,and
the distribution when found would very likely be so complicated as to
. .
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present further difficulties in the succeeding steps. An approximation
is therefore in order.
Consider the case for which the body radius is only slightly less
than the distance h (see fig. l(a)). For ttis condition the effect of
the body on the wing will be much the same as that of a large flat plate
mounted normal to the wing slong the wing-body juncture. The source
distribution required to represent this flat plate is shply that shown
in figure l(c). As the size of the body relati~ to the distsnce h is
decreased the effect of the body becmes less and less like that of a
flat plate until flml.ly the source distribution is dmply that for the
wing slone (see fig. l(d)).
This lmowledge of the conditions at the end points has been used
to select a source distribution which represents the effect of the body
in sn approximate manner. The chosen distribution is shown in fig-
ure l(e); the slope of the distribution CXU’W varies linearly with a/h.
Thls distribution is at best a crude approximation to the actusl state l “
so f= as the boundsry condition on the body is concerned. However, as
shown in the section entitled “Discussion}” the res@.t@ error ~
rolling mment is smsll.
Pressure distribution.- The source distribution being chosen, the
method of reference 5 can be used to find the pressure distribution in
the wing srea between the wing-body juncture and the Mach line from the
leading edge of the juncture. This axea is hereinafter called the junc-
ture region. This regiouis the only one in which the pressure need be
determined and in which the body effect is felt directly; the pressures
acting on the body are quite ineffective in producing rolling mments
and the pressures over the other areas of the wing are lmown from refer-
ences 1 to 3.
The source distribution-offigure l(e) is sufficient to show that,
at least for the rectangular-w5ng case, the pressure ~ tie j~cture
region has a greater absolute value than would be the case were the body
not present. The corresponding increase in damping, however, is opposed
by the decrease which results from covering psrt of the wing with the
body. The relative magnitudes of the two effects cannot be evaluated
from qualitativereasoning.
The axis system for the determination of the pressure in the junc- ““
ture region is shown h figure 2. The disturbance-velocitypotential
at a point (xjy) is given by -
r.
(1)
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w
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u
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where G is the local source strength, the integration is over the
.
entire shaded area in figure 2,
The integration
shaded areas in
[f(E,ll)= (x -
and -
1-1/2E)* -,P*(Y - T)2
is most conve~ently csrried out over the three sbpsrate
figure 2 so that equation (1) becomes
rf
= X+py-pq
~+k
(a+q)f(~,~) dg dq”+
P“
JY ~kq
JJ~ -~P+k
The first integration with respect to
JE&;#=-- (a + q) cosh-lo
(3)
The partial derivative & is necessary for the determination of the
pressure. This derivative is found most conveniently at this point in
the analysis by differentiationunder the inte@l sign.. This operation
results in
Ja .— —-— — -- -- - ———--— - ———--—— — —-———- -—-—-—- -— ——— . —
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These integrals are
defined as
easily e~uateii.
P
.. =—
CP q
If a presm.ifecoefficient is
(5)
where P is the pressure clifference between the upper and lower sur-
faces, then
\ $=:-+& (6)
Substitution of equation (4) into equation (6) re~ts in
&-&’%A3+-’*] +
#y-h Cos-l -- l+%
(pz - I!@z ~-
(2:-+--#yp Cos-l.w. (7)
This equation gives the presslme coefficient acthg over the region of
the wing affected by the body; as has been mentioned before, the pres-
sures acting over the other sxeas are lmown from references 1 to 3.
.
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rectangular-wing case, k is put equal to zero. The
a
r- 1) can be expressed in terms of more familiar parame-
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ters. For the rectangular wing:
2 ;-1=
and for the triangular w5ng:
2:-1=
a
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Dsmping-in-roll derivative.- The damp~-in-roll. derivative Clp
is found for either the triangular or the rectangular plan form by suit-
able integration of the various pressure distributions. The rather.
lengthy integrations are not included here. The wing mea and span upon
which the coefficient is based include those parts of the wing maskedby
the body.
The result for the rectangular-wing configuration is givenby the
following equation:
This equation reduces correctly to the equation for the isolated wtng
(references 1 and 2) if a/s is put equal to zero. The equation is
valid whether or not the Mach lines cross each other, so long as the
Mach line from
the wing tip.
expression
the leading edge of the wing-body juncture does not cross
This condition canbe expressed mathematicallyby the
a<12
—=
s -~ (9)
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The corresponding
given by the following
S!(1 - 5)3
result for the triangular-wing configuration is
equation:
“
“
(lo).
Substitution of ~ = O causes all but one term to vanish. The value
given by this tezm is the correct value for the isolated wing (refer-
ence 3). The only restriction on equation (10) is that the Mach line
from the leading edge of the @rig-body juncture must be behind the
1/3 ,
.
.
(% )A>l.leadhg edge of the wing . As 13A approaches infinity, equa-
tion (10) becomes
(U)
DISCUSSION
Effect of approximke source distribution.- In the preceding
analysis, the presence of the body has been represented by a rather
arbitrarily selected source distribution. The error arising from this
approximation should therefore be exsmined so that the validity of the
results can be assessed. One method of evaluating the error is to
.
determine how closely the boundary condition of no flow
body is met by the velocity field induced by the source
no&nal to the l
distribution of b
.—— —
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figure l(e). If
that the maximum
this approach is adopted, it is not difficult to show
value of v@ is of order (pb/2V)(a/s),where Vn
is the velocity normal to the body. However interesting this result .
may be from an academic point of view, it supplies no direct answer to
the more practical question of how much error can be expected in the
estimated value of Czp for a given wing on a given body.
The msximum possible error in C7P can be determined by the-con-
sideration of two extreme cases. As one extreme, the slope of the source
distribution representing the effect of the body canbe taken equal.
to p/ti,regardless of the body size (see fig. l(e)). This case will
give the maximum possible value of Ct (the physical interpretation
P
is that the effect of the body is taken as that of a large flat plate
mounted normsl to the wing along the wing-body jugcture). As the other
exkreme, the slope of the source distribution representing the effect
of the body can be taken equal to - p/fl,again without regerd to body
size. ‘1’b3.scase, which will result in the minimnuuvalue of CZP, can
be regsrded for the rectangular-wing cofliguration as an assumption that
. the body has no effect on the part of the wing outside’the body. As
shple a physical interpretation is not possible for the triangular-wing
case. The difference between the two values of CZP will of course be
the maximum possible error.
The pressure distribution in the juncture region for these two
extreme cases is shown h figure 3 for a particular set of rectangular
wing-body ccmt@tions, together with the pressure distribution given
by the present approximation. The inference is clear that large errors
h span load distribution are ~ssible, particularly at stations close
to the wing-body juncture. The error in CZP, however, is not neces-
sarily large, be&use of the relative nearness of the juncture region
(compared with the outer parts of the wing) to the moment @s (body
center line). That the error in CZP for the rectangular-wing case is,
in fact, acceptably small for engineering purposes is demonstrated by
the curves of figure 4, which is self-explanatory. The tiormation cor-
respond@g to that shown in figure 4 for the rectanguhr-wing case is
given in figure 5 for the triaugulsr wing; the error in c2p is again
small.
Rectangular wing.- Now that the error introduced by the use of an
approximate source distribution has been shown to be small, the results
of calculations made with the use of equations (8), (10), and (1.1)may
be discussed. The effect.of body size on the damping in roll of
rectangular-wing configurations is shown in figures 6 and 7. The ques-
tion posed in the section entitled “Pressure distribution,” namely
whether the effect of covering part of the wing with,a body or the
effect of the increased damping in the juncture region is predominant,
10
/
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is here resolved; the effect of covering part of the wing is the greater’
for most of the range of variables. The net effect of the body is not
u
very important, however, for tiues of al’sless than about 0.3. The
curves of figure 7 show that the percentile effect of the body is not
greatly dependent upon BA.
Tri =qwJ= --- The effect of body size on the damping in roll of
triangular-~ configurations is shown in figure 8. AS was the case
for the rectangular ~, the net effect of the boo iS gener~Y tO
decrease the dsmp~ in roll, slthough some opposite effect is present
for small values of a/s.
The percentile effect of the ~ody for the tria.ugubr-wing case is
shown in figure 9, which corresponds to figure 7 for the rectangular-
wing case. ti contrast to the rectangular-~ case, tie wue of PA “
has an appreciable,influence on the magnitude of the body effect. The
.
curve for ~-XO iS taken from reference.4; the value ~.~0
refers physically to the condition that the wing leading edge is highly
swept back relative to the Mach lines. ,
.
Other considerations.-Although the damping-in-roll derivative cZp
has been %rked out only for rectangular and triangular plsn forms,
the pressure coefficient in the juncture region givenby equation (7) is
equally applicable to any other plan form with a straight supersonic
leading edge. There is also little doubt that the results maybe
applied, witti the accuracy of the present andYsis, to .cotiigurations
having bodies which are not true cylinders, but which are alamst cylin-
drical (quasi-cylindrical).
There are at least three limitations inherent in the analysis. The
first is, of course, the use of an appromte source ~stribution to
represent the body effect; the attendant errors have been discussed in
the first part of this section. The second is the assumption of van-
ishingly ti wing thic?mess. The effect of nmderate thickness in the
absence of viscosity may be expected to be small (see, for eqle~
reference 6). The third, and possibly most severe, lmtation iS the
assumption of an inviscid fluid. The magnitude of this error is practi-
cally hqmssible to evaluate theoretically, and there is not yet much
applicable experimental data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A linear-theory method for the estimation of the effect of a
cylindrical body on the dsmping in roll of wings with supersonic leading
.
\
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edges is presented. The essential feature of the method is
sentation of the effect of the body on the K@ by a rather
I-1
the repre-
arbitrsrily
chosen source distribution. The error in damping in roll which could
result from this procedure is shown to be small.
The damping in roll is calculated for configurations having
rectangular and triangular wings. The body effect is found to be small
for body diameters less than about 30 percent of the wing span but
increases rapidly tith body size above thh value.
The results for the supersonic-leading-edgetriangular-wing case
are compared with those obtained by other investigators for the subsonic-
leading-edge case. The leading-edge condition is shown to be an
important parameter.
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
-eyu Force Basej Vs., April 12, 1950
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Figure 1.- Steps in choice of source distribution.
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